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Minecraft-ServerList - Java & Bedrock Minecraft servers
 

Fast Search
 

Use these filters to quickly and easily discover your perfect server! Servertracker 
 

Model
 

Game mode / Tag
 

- Agrarian Skies 

- Anarchy 

- Attack Of The B-Workforce 

- Auctions 

- Battle Royale 

- BedWars 

- Seize The Flag 

- Cops And Robbers 

- Inventive 

- Cross-Play 

- Direwolf20 

- Economic system 

- Eggwars 

- Occasions 

- Factions 

- Feed The Beast 

- Hardcore 

- Hexxit 

- Jobs 

- KitPvP 

- MCMMO 

- Minigames 

- OP Factions 

- OP Prison 

- OP PvP 

- Parkour 

- Pixelmon 

- Prison 

https://servertracker.org/


- PvE 

- PvP 

- Quests 

- Raiding 

- Ranks 

- RLCraft 

- Roleplay 

- SevTech Ages 

- SkyBlock 

- SkyFactory 

- SkyGrid 

- SkyWars 

- Survival 

- Survival Games 

- Tekkit 

- TNT Wars 

- Towny 

- Vanilla
 

Participant Rely
 

- zero - 25 players 

- 25 - 50 gamers 

- 50 - 100 players 

- one hundred - 250 players 

- 250+ players
 

Country
 

Are you on the lookout for absolutely the best Minecraft servers? Check out this record of top

10 Minecraft servers of 2022!
 

All Minecraft Servers
 

Cannot discover a server that you like? Don't fret, our server list has extra servers to select

from!
 

Take a look at our Minecraft Java Edition and Bedrock Edition lists, or use the Server Finder

to seek for a specific server.
 

Essentially the most awesome Minecraft servers on the market!
 

In search of the best Minecraft servers to play on? Be part of these awesome Minecraft

servers for assured fun!
 



Best 1.18 Minecraft Servers
 

Finest Survival Minecraft Servers
 

Active Servers
 

Newest Servers
 

Well-liked Gamemodes
 

A Minecraft server is a multiplayer server owned by people to permit folks to play the sport

Minecraft together. Minecraft servers will often function a variety of game modes, akin to

Survival, Factions, SkyBlock, Artistic or Prison. Others would possibly solely concentrate on

a specific game modes, with some even having gamemodes and features unique to just that

Minecraft server. A Minecraft server featuring multiple sport modes might consist out of a

number of related servers, which can also be referred to as a Minecraft community.
 

A Minecraft server list is a web-based listing of public and personal Minecraft servers,

registered by server house owners as a method for potential players to search out and be

part of their Minecraft servers. Our Minecraft server list supplies listings for both Minecraft

Java Version and Minecraft Bedrock Edition, featuring the most effective, top quality,

Minecraft servers from around the globe.
 

How do I be a part of a Minecraft Server?
 

To join a Minecraft server, first discover a server you want on our Minecraft server list - we

feature the best Minecraft servers from around the globe. Each IP handle seen on our

website is clickable and will likely be copied to your clipboard when clicked. In Minecraft, click

on ‘Multiplayer’, followed by ‘Add a server’. Next, paste or sort within the IP handle of the

Minecraft server and hit the 'Done' button. Now discover the server you just added, hit the

‘Join server’ button and you will end up loading into a beautiful new experience!
 

What's the distinction between Minecraft Java and Bedrock?
 

Minecraft Java Version is the original version of Minecraft, released in 2011, and is available

for computer systems solely. Minecraft Bedrock Version (also referred to as 'Pocket Edition')

is the cross-platform model of Minecraft, obtainable for computer systems, smartphones and

sport consoles. If you're inquisitive about community-made mods/modpacks or wish to play

on the largest on-line Minecraft servers accessible, Minecraft Java Edition is what you might

be on the lookout for. If you wish to play with associates on other methods, play on multiple

units or like to play with a controller, Minecraft Bedrock Edition is the technique to go.


